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Abstract. Relational algebra has been shown to be a powerful tool for
solving a wide range of combinatorial optimization problems with small
computational and programming effort. The problems considered in recent years are single- objective ones where one single objective function
has to be optimized. With this paper we start considerations on the use
of relational algebra for multi-objective problems. In contrast to singleobjective optimization multiple objective functions have to be optimized
at the same time usually resulting in a set of different trade-offs with
respect to the different functions. On the one hand, we examine how to
solve the mentioned problem exactly by using relational algebraic programs. On the other hand, we address the problem of objective reduction
that has recently been shown to be NP-hard. We propose an exact algorithm for this problem based on relational algebra. Our experimental
results show that this algorithm drastically outperforms the currently
best one.

1

Introduction

Many real-world problems involve optimization of several objective functions
simultaneously. For such multi-objective optimization problems usually there is
not a single optimal function value for which a corresponding solution should be
computed but a set of different trade- offs with respect to the different functions.
This set of objective vectors is called the Pareto front of the given problem. Even
for two objective functions the Pareto front may be exponential in the problem
dimension. This is one reason for the assumption that multi-objective problems
are in most cases harder to solve than single-objective ones. Other results from
complexity theory support this claim as simple single- objective combinatorial
optimization problems such as minimum spanning trees or shortest path become
?
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NP-hard when two functions on the edges should be optimized at the same
time [9]. Often optimizing just one of the given objective functions is an NPhard task. Such problems occur frequently in network design problems where
e. g. one task is to minimize the maximum degree of a spanning tree [10, 13,
16, 18]. Another well-known example is the multi-objective knapsack problem
[20] where the task is to solve different knapsack problems simultaneously. This
problem is a generalization of the classical knapsack problem which belongs to
the oldest problems in combinatorial optimization; see the textbooks by Martello
& Toth [14] and Kellerer et al. [12] for surveys.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the use of relation-algebraic methods for
dealing with multi-objective optimization problems. Relational algebra provides
a powerful framework for solving various optimization problems with small programming effort [2, 6, 17]. Computer programs based on relational algebra are in
particular short and easy to implement and there are several tools that are able
to execute relational programs in a quite efficient way. Tools like RelView [5]
or CrocoPat [7] represent relations implicitly by Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) [3] which enables practitioners even to deal with very large
relations.
The advantage of relational programs has been pointed out for many singleobjective combinatorial optimization problems [4, 5]. Computing an optimal solution for the considered problems often implicitly involves the consideration of
the whole search space in this case. As pointed out previously, the task in multiobjective optimization is to compute a set of solutions which may in the worst
case increase exponentially with the problem dimension. Using OBDDs in such
cases may in particular result in a compact implicit representation of this set of
solutions.
First we examine how to formulate the computation of the Pareto front for
a given problem in terms of relational algebra. As this mainly relies on the
intersection of quasi-orders, a relational algebraic formulation for this problem
can be given in a straightforward way. The problem when computing the Pareto
front in this way has to deal with the task to compute the dominance relations
of the given objective functions with respect to the considered search space. As
the search space is usually exponential in the input size we can only hope to
be successful for problems where the relations between the different solutions
are represented by OBDDs of moderate size. Later on we consider the problem
of reducing the number of objectives for a given problem. Here the task is to
compute a minimal subset of the given objective functions that represents the
same weak dominance relation as the one implied by the set of all objectives.
This problem has recently been shown to be NP- hard [8] by a reduction to
the set covering problem. In the same paper an exact algorithm with worst-case
exponential runtime has been proposed. We develop an algorithm on the basis
of relational algebra for this problem which outperforms the one of Brockhoff
& Zitzler [8] drastically in our experimental studies. The investigations show
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that our algorithm is able to deal with large sets of objective functions which
further shows the advantage of the relation-algebraic approach.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we introduce basic preliminaries on relational algebra and multi-objective optimization. Sect. 3 gives a
relation-algebraic formulation for computing the Pareto optimal search points of
a given problem and Sect. 4 shows how relational algebra can be used to reduce
the number of necessary objectives. The results of our experimental studies are
presented in Sect. 5 and finally we finish with some conclusions.

2

Multi-Objective Optimization and Relational Algebra

In this section we describe relation-algebraic preliminaries which are necessary to
understand the development of algorithms. A more comprehensive presentation
on the use of relational algebra can be found in [17]. Afterwards we give an
introduction to the field of multi-objective optimization using the terminology
of relational algebra.
2.1

Basic principles of Relational Algebra

A concrete relation is a subset of a cartesian product X ×Y of two sets. We write
R : X ↔ Y and denote the set of all relations of the type X ↔ Y by [X ↔ Y ].
In the case of finite supports, we may consider a relation as a Boolean matrix
and use matrix terminology and matrix notation in the following. Especially, we
speak of the rows, columns and entries of R and write Rij instead of (i, j) ∈ R.
In some cases, especially if the relation is an order or preorder ≤, we also use the
infix notation i ≤ j to increase readability. We assume the reader to be familiar
with the basic operations on relations, viz. R> (transposition), R (negation),
R ∪ S (union), R ∩ S (intersection), RS (composition), and the special relations
O (empty relation), L (universal relation), and I (identity relation). A relation R
is called vector, if RL = R holds. As for a vector therefore the range is irrelevant,
we consider in the following vectors v : X ↔ 1 with a specific singleton set
1 = {⊥} as range and write vi instead of vi⊥ . Such a vector can be considered
as a Boolean matrix with exactly one column, i.e. as a Boolean column vector,
and describes the subset {x ∈ X : vx } of X. A vector v is called a point if it is
injective and surjective. For v : X ↔ 1 these properties mean that it describes
a singleton set, i.e. an element of X. In the matrix model, a point is a Boolean
column vector in which exactly one component is true. A relation R : X ↔ Y
can be considered as a list of |Y | vectors, the columns of R. We denote the y-th
column of R with R(y) , i.e. R(y) is a vector of type X ↔ 1 and for all x ∈ X the
(y)
expressions Rx and Rxy are equivalent.
For all sets X and Y there exist a pair (π, ρ) of natural projections of X × Y ,
i.e. two relations π : X × Y ↔ X and ρ : X × Y ↔ Y with
πhx,yix0 ⇐⇒ x = x0 and ρhx,yiy0 ⇐⇒ y = y 0
3

As discussed in [17], the natural projections permit the definition of a Boolean
lattice isomorphism vec : [X ↔ Y ] → [X × Y ↔ 1] by vec(R) = (πR ∩ ρ)L. With
this mapping each relation R can be represented by a vector r = vec(R) in the
sense that
rhx,yi ⇐⇒ Rxy .
The inverse mapping rel is given by rel(r) = π > (ρ ∩ rL). The mapping vec
allows to establish the following representation of sets of relations. A subset
S = {R1 , . . . , Rn } of [X ↔ Y ] can be modelled by a relation S : X × Y ↔ [1..n]
such that for each i ∈ [1..n] the equation S (i) = vec(Ri ) is satisfied, i.e, every
column of S is the vector representation of a relation in S.
2.2

Multi-Objective Optimization

Many problems in computer science deal with the optimization of one single
objective function which should be optimized under a given set of constraints.
In this case there is a linear preorder on the set of search points and an optimal solution can be defined as a smallest (or greatest) element with respect to
this preorder depending on whether we consider minimization or maximization
problems. The goal is to compute exactly one smallest element with respect to
the given preorder.
In the case of multi-objective optimization (see, e.g. Ehrgott [9]), several objective functions are given. These functions define a partial preference on the
given set of search points. Most of the best known single-objective polynomially
solvable problems like shortest path or minimum spanning tree become NP-hard
when at least two weight functions have to be optimized at the same time. In this
sense, multi-objective optimization is considered at least as difficult as singleobjective optimization.
For multi-objective optimization problems the objective function f = (f1 , . . . , fk )
is vector-valued, i.e., f : S → Rk . Since there is no canonical complete order on
Rk , one compares the quality of search points with respect to the canonical partial order on Rk , namely f (x) ≤ f (x0 ) iff fi (x) ≤ fi (x0 ) for all i ∈ [1..k]. A
Pareto optimal search point s ∈ S is a point such that (in the case of minimization problems) f (x) is minimal with respect to this partial order and all
f (s0 ), s0 ∈ S. In terms of relational algebra the problem can be stated as follows.
Definition 1. Given a minimization problem in a search space S and a set
F = {f1 , . . . , fk } of functions fi : S → R, we define a set R = {1 , . . . , k } of
k relations of type S ↔ S by x i x0 ⇐⇒ fi (x) ≤ fi (x0 ). The weak dominance
relation : S ↔ S is defined by x  x0 ⇐⇒ ∀i ∈ [1..k] : fi (x) ≤ fi (x0 ). The
strong dominance relation ≺ is defined by x ≺ x0 ⇐⇒ x  x0 ∧ ∃i ∈ [1..k] :
fi (x) < fi (x0 ). We say that x dominates x0 , if x ≺ x0 holds. A search point x is
called Pareto optimal if there exist no search point x0 that dominates x.
4

Again there can be many Pareto optimal search points but they do not necessarily have the same objective vector. The Pareto front, denoted by F , consists
of all objective vectors y = (y1 , . . . , yk ) such that there exists a search point s
where f (s) = y and f (s0 ) ≤ f (s) implies f (s0 ) = f (s) for all s0 ∈ S. The Pareto
set consists of all solutions whose objective vector belongs to the Pareto front.
The problem is to compute the Pareto front and for each element y of the Pareto
front one search point s such that f (s) = y. We sometimes say that a search
point s belongs to the Pareto front which means that its objective vector belongs
to the Pareto front. The goal is to present such a set of trade-offs to a decision
maker who often has to choose one single solution out of this set based on his
personal preference.
Especially in the case of multi-objective optimization, evolutionary algorithms
seem to be a good heuristic approach to obtain a good set of solutions. Evolutionary algorithms have the advantage that they work at each time step with
a set of solutions called the population. This population is evolved to obtain a
good approximation of the Pareto front. The final set of solutions presented to a
decision maker should represent the different trade-offs with respect to the given
objective functions. It has been pointed out in [8] that often not all objectives
are necessary to represent the different trade-offs. Reducing the number of objectives that have to be examined by a decision maker may simplify the decision
which of the presented solutions should be finally chosen.

3

Computing the Pareto-Optimal Set

The classical problem that arises in multi-objective optimization is to compute
for each objective vector belonging to the Pareto front a corresponding solution
of the Pareto optimal set. In the following we show how this problem can easily
be solved for small problem instances where the weak dominance relation can
be expressed for each function as an OBDD of moderate size.
We consider the set R of relations introduced in Definition 1. Every relation i
in R is a linear preorder, i.e reflexive and transitive, and x i x0 ∨ x0 i x holds
for each two search points x and x0 . From the definition immediately follows the
equation
\
=
i
i∈[1..k]

to describe the weak dominance relation. Hence, the relation , as an intersection
of preorders, is also a preorder, but not necessarily linear. As discussed above,
we model the set R = {1 , . . . , k } by the relation R : S × S ↔ [1..k], such
that R(i) = vec(i ) holds for each i ∈ [1..k]. In other words, each preorder i is
modeled by a column of the relation R, and Rhx,x0 ii is equivalent to x i x0 for
all search points x, x0 and all i ∈ [1..k]. With this representation of the set R it
is quite simple to compute the weak dominance relation, modeled by a vector w
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of type S × S ↔ 1. It holds
w := vec() = RL,
where L is the universal vector of type [1..k] ↔ 1. This equation is a special case
of Theorem 1 in the next section, therefore we do not prove the equation now.
We obtain the RelView function
weakDom(R) = - (-R * L1n(R)^).
to determine the weak dominance relation in vector representation. Given the
weak dominance relation , the strong dominance relation ≺ can be computed
by
≺ =  ∩

>

because for two search points x0 and x it holds
x0 ≺ x ⇐⇒ ∀i ∈ [1..k] : fi (x0 ) ≤ fi (x) ∧ ∃i ∈ [1..k] : fi (x0 ) < fi (x)
⇐⇒ x0  x ∧ ¬∀i ∈ [1..k] : fi (x) ≤ fi (x0 )
⇐⇒ x0  x ∧ ¬(x  x0 )
>

⇐⇒ x0  x ∧ x0  x
>

⇐⇒ x0 ( ∩ )x.
This leads to the following RelView program strongDom, where the second parameter is an arbitrary relation of type S ↔ S which is necessary to compute
the relation representation of the weak dominance relation.
strongDom(R,Q)
DECL w,W,S
BEG w = weakDom(R);
W = rel(w,Q);
S = W & -W^
RETURN S
END.
Based on the strong dominance relation we can compute the set of all Pareto
optimal search points. An element x ∈ S is Pareto optimal if there exist no
x0 ∈ S with x0 ≺ x. It follows that
x is Pareto optimal ⇐⇒ ¬∃x0 : x0 ≺ x
⇐⇒ ¬∃x0 : x ≺> x0
⇐⇒ ¬(≺> L)x
⇐⇒ (≺> L)x .
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Hence, the set of Pareto optimal search points is represented by the vector o of
type S ↔ 1 defined by
o = ≺> L
and we obtain the RelView function
ParetoOpt(R,Q) = -(strongDom(R,Q)^ * Ln1(Q)).
In the set of Pareto optimal search points there can exist elements with the same
fitness vector. In most cases one is interested in obtaining only one Pareto optimal search point for each fitness vector of the Pareto front. With the equivalence
relation
≈ :=  ∩ >
we have x ≈ x0 ⇐⇒ f (x) = f (x0 ) for each x, x0 ∈ S. Obviously, the whole
equivalence class [x]≈ is Pareto optimal if x is Pareto optimal. To determine
a vector r ⊆ o of representatives of the equivalence classes which are Pareto
optimal, we use a linear order O and adopt the smallest element of each Pareto
optimal equivalence class w. r. t. O. It holds
rx ⇐⇒ ox ∧ ∀x0 : x ≈ x0 → Oxx0
⇐⇒ ox ∧ ¬∃x0 : x ≈ x0 ∧ Oxx0
⇐⇒ ox ∧ ¬∃x0 : (≈ ∩ O)xx0
⇐⇒ ox ∧ (≈ ∩ O)Lx
⇐⇒ (o ∩ (≈ ∩ O)L)x .
We obtain the vector
r = o ∩ (≈ ∩ O)L
which contains exactly one representative of each Pareto optimal equivalence
class with the following RelView program, where O is a linear order.
ParetoOptRep(R,O)
DECL W,o,r
BEG W = rel(weakdom(R),O);
o = ParetoOpt(R,O);
r = o & -((W & W^ & -O)*L(o))
RETURN r
END.

4

Reducing the Number of Objectives

Often multi-objective problems involve a large set of objectives for which the task
is to compute a good approximation of the Pareto front. Often not all objectives
are necessary to describe the approximation found by running some heuristic
method such as an evolutionary algorithm [8]. In this case we are faced with
7

the problem of computing a cardinality-wise minimal subset of objectives that
preserves the same preference relation of the original set of objectives. Dealing
with such a smaller set of objectives may make the decision easier for a decision
maker which of the possible alternatives finally to choose.
In the following we deal with a given subset X ⊆ S instead of the whole search
space. Therefore, we assume the introduced preorders 1 , . . . , k and  as relations of type X ↔ X. We consider the MINIMUM OBJECTIVE SUBSET PROBLEM introduced in [8] which can be defined as follows.
Definition 2. MINIMUM OBJECTIVE SUBSET PROBLEM
Given a set of solutions, the weak Pareto dominance relation  and for all
objective functions fi ∈ F the single relations i where
\
=
i .
i∈[1..k]

Compute a subset T ⊆ [1..k] of minimum size with
\
=
i .
i∈T

As described in Sect. 2.2, we model the set R = {1 , . . . , k } by a relation
R : X × X ↔ [1..k]. Based on this relation R and the representation of subsets
of [1..k] by vectors [1..k] ↔ 1 (see Sect. 2.1) the following theorem states a
relational expression to describe intersections of subsets of R.
Theorem 1. For every subset T ⊆ [1..k] it holds
\
vec(
i ) = Rt,
i∈T

where t is the vector of type [1..k] ↔ 1 that models the set T .
Proof. Using the
of R and the fact
T definition T
T that vec is a lattice isomorphism,
we obtain vec( i∈T i ) = i∈T vec(i ) = i∈T R(i) . For y = hx, x0 i ∈ X × X
it follows
\
\
vec(
i )y ⇐⇒ (
R(i) )y
i∈T

i∈T

⇐⇒ ∀i ∈ T : Ry(i)
⇐⇒ ∀i ∈ T : Ryi
⇐⇒ ∀i : ti → Ryi
⇐⇒ ¬∃i : ti ∧ Ryi
⇐⇒ Rty .
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As an immediate consequence, with the set [1..k] modeled by the universal vector L : [1..k] ↔ 1, we obtain the vector representation of the weak dominance
relation by w = vec() = RL as stated in Sect. 3.
Using the equation of Theorem 1 we can now develop a relational expression to
decide
if a given subset T ⊆ [1..k] is feasible in the sense that the intersection
T

i equals the weak dominace relation .
i∈T
Theorem 2. For T ⊆ [1..k] it holds
\
=
i ⇐⇒ L(Rt ∪ w) = L.
i∈T

Proof. For every subset T ⊆ [1..k] it holds  ⊆
obtain
\
\
=
i ⇐⇒
i ⊆ 
i∈T

T

i∈T

i . Using Theorem 1 we

i∈T

⇐⇒ vec(

\

i ) ⊆ vec()

i∈T

⇐⇒ Rt ⊆ w
⇐⇒ Rt ∩ w = O
⇐⇒ Rt ∪ w = O
⇐⇒ L(Rt ∪ w) = O
⇐⇒ L(Rt ∪ w) = L.

Theorem 2 leads to a mapping ϕcut : [[1..k] ↔ 1] → [1 ↔ 1] defined by
ϕcut (t) = L(Rt ∪ w)
to test if the vector t models a suitable subset to reduce the number of objectives,
i.e. it holds
\
ϕcut (t) = L ⇐⇒  =
{ i | ti }.
Since ϕcut is a vector predicate in the sense of [11], it can be generalized to a testmapping ϕZ
cut for evaluating the columns of relations of type [1..k] ↔ Z. More
formally, we obtain for every set Z a mapping ϕZ
cut : [[1..k] ↔ Z] → [1 ↔ Z] by
defining
ϕZ
cut (M ) = L(RM ∪ wL),
where L is the universal relation of type 1 ↔ Z. For every relation M : [1..k] ↔
Z, the row vector ϕZ
cut (M ) represents the columns of M which model the subsets
of [1..k] which can be used to reduce the number of objectives, i.e it holds
\
(j)
(j)
ϕZ
) = L ⇐⇒  =
{ i | Mi }.
cut (M )⊥j ⇐⇒ ϕcut (M
9

By applying this approach to the membership relation M : [1..k] ↔ 2[1..k] which
models the power set of [1..k], we are able to compute all suitable subsets. M is
defined by
MxY ⇐⇒ x ∈ Y
[1..k]

and lists all subsets of [1..k] columnwise. With ϕ2cut (M) we T
obtain a row vector
c : 1 ↔ 2[1..k] that specifies all subsets T ⊆ [1..k] with  = i∈T i .
[1..k]

The test mapping ϕ2cut
leads to the following RelView program where
epsi(L1n(R^)) generates the membership relation of type [1..k] ↔ 2[1..k] .
cut(R)
DECL w, M, c
BEG w = weakDom(R);
M = epsi(L1n(R^));
c = -(Ln1(R)^ * -(-R * M | w * L1n(M)))
RETURN c
END.
The next step is to find the smallest subsets with this property. To this end,
we use the size-comparison relation C : 2[1..k] ↔ 2[1..k] , defined by CAB ⇐⇒
|A| ≤ |B| and define a mapping se, which computes for a given linear preorder
relation Q and a vector v the smallest elements in v w. r. t. Q. More formally,
with se(Q, v) = v ∩ Qv we obtain a vector such that
se(Q, v)x ⇐⇒ vx ∧ ∀y : vy → Qxy
holds. The immediate consequence is the following RelView function se to
compute smallest elements.
se(Q,v)= v & -(-Q * v).
With s = se(C, c> ) we obtain all T
subsets T ⊆ [1..k] with the smallest cardinality
that satisfy the property  =
i∈T i . More formally, s is a vector of type
2[1..k] ↔ 1 with s ⊆ c> and it holds
\
\
(j)
(`)
sj ⇐⇒  = {i | Mi } ∧ ∀` : |M(`) | < |M(j) | →  6= {i | Mi }.
Hence each entry of s specifies a column of M that represents a suitable subset
of [1..k] with the smallest cardinality. By using the vector predicate ϕcut we can
express the equivalence above as follows.
sj ⇐⇒ ϕcut (M(j) ) = L ∧ ∀` : |M(`) | < |M(j) | → ϕcut (M(`) ) = O
The following RelView program computes the vector s. The size comparison
relation on the power set 2[1..k] is generated by cardrel(L1n(R)^) .
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Fig. 1. The 5 × 5 successor relation

smallCuts(R)
DECL c,C,s
BEG c = cut(R);
C = cardrel(L1n(R)^);
s = se(C,c^)
RETURN s
END.

5

Experimental Results

In this section, we present the experimental results obtained for the objective
reduction approach described in the previous section. We have carried out all of
these computations using the RelView system which permits the evaluation of
relation-algebraic terms and programs. All our computations were executed on
a Sun Blade 1500 running Solaris 9 at 1000 MHz.
5.1

Results for Random Preorders

We have tested our program with instances of up to 145 randomly generated
preorders computed by the RelView system. Generating a random total order
relation of the type X ↔ X is rather simple. Based on a given total hasse relation
S and a randomly generated permutation P , both of the type X ↔ X, we obtain
a random linear order by O = (P SP > )∗ , the reflexive-transitive closure of the
hasse relation P SP > .
The following RelView program generates a random total order in this way,
where the input Q is an arbitrary relation of type X ↔ X, succ(Ln1(Q))
gives the successor relation (see Fig. 1 as an example) of the same type and
randomperm(Ln1(Q)) computes a random permutation.
randomOrder(Q)
DECL S,P,O
BEG S = succ(Ln1(Q));
P = randomperm(Ln1(Q));
O = refl(trans(P*S*P^))
RETURN O
END.
11

To obtain a preorder, we have to include some additional entries in the random
order relation. To this end, we generate a random relation A and add A ∪ A> to
P SP > before computing the reflexive-transitive closure. Hence, the preorder is
given by (P SP > ∪ A ∪ A> )∗ . We use A ∪ A> instead of A to ensure that we get
new entries which are not contained in the order relation (P SP > )∗ and therefore
obtain a preorder instead of an order relation. The following RelView program
generates a random preorder in this way, where the input is a nonempty relation
which determines the type and influences the number of entries of the determined preorder. With random(Q,Q) a random relation A : X ↔ X is generated
such that for all i, j ∈ X the probability of Aij being true is |Q|/|X|2 .
randomPreOrder(Q)
DECL S,P,A,PreO
BEG S = succ(Ln1(Q));
P = randomperm(Ln1(Q));
A = random(Q,Q);
PreO = refl(trans(P*S*P^ | A | A^))
RETURN PreO
END.
Using this program it is simple to produce random inputs consisting of k randomly generated preorders, modelled as a relation R : X × X ↔ [1..k]. The
following program successively determines k preorders PreO of type X ↔ X and
their vector representation preO. With R = R | preO*p^, where p is a point
representing an element i ∈ [1..k], the vector preO is inserted into R as the i-th
column.
randomInput(Q,k)
DECL R,z,PreO,preO,p
BEG R = O(vec(Q)*k^);
z = k
WHILE -empty(z) DO
PreO = randomPreOrder(Q);
preO = vec(PreO);
p = point(z);
R = R | preO*p^;
z = z & -p
OD
RETURN R
END.
Our experimental results with respect to random preorders are given in Tab. 1.
Depending on the probability used in our random function (which includes additional entries into the preorder relation) the results are shown. Note that such
entries imply that solutions become indifferent which means that they have the
same objective value with respect to the considered function. Tab. 1 shows that
problems become easier with increasing this probability. The reason for that
is that the number of different trade-offs becomes smaller when making solu12

Table 1. Results for random preorders with different values of p, where runtimes
are given in seconds and the respective second columns give the reduced number of
objectives
p
# obj
5
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95
105
115
125
135
145

1/2500
Time Obj.
0.04 5
0.63 8
5.71 7

1/500
Time Obj.
0.01 5
0.51 15
0.25 11
1.22 13

1/250
Time Obj.
0.01 5
0.48 14
0.07 14
0.20 22
0.49 26
39.06 17
5.29 23

3/500
Time Obj.
0.01 4
0.46 12
0.07 14
0.16 23
0.41 28
0.87 30
2.44 29
2.91 34
7.86 27

1/125
Time Obj.
0.01 4
0.47 9
0.06 14
0.16 14
0.41 25
0.80 30
3.19 32
2.72 38
5.61 33
9.24 40
11.60 40
16.80 42
27.37 44

1/50
Time Obj.
0.16 2
0.38 3
0.05 8
0.15 5
0.38 19
0.79 18
1.54 17
3.52 23
4.43 20
7.87 27
23.86 21
24.43 26
23.19 29
32.52 32
77.77 30

tions indifferent. Depending on the choice of this probability RelView is able
to deal with problems that involve 50 solutions and up to 145 objectives. The
computation time for each instance is always less than 80 seconds.
5.2

Results for knapsack problems

A well-known problem in combinatorial optimization is the knapsack problem [12, 14] where a set of n items is given. With each item j ∈ [1..n], a profit pj
and a weight wj is associated. In addition a weight bound W is given and the
goal is to select items such that the profit is maximized under the given weight
constraint W . Omitted the weight constraints and optimizing both the profit
and the weight simultaneously, Beier & Vöcking [1] have shown that for various
input distributions the size of the Pareto front is polynomially bounded in the
number of items. Their results imply that the well-known dynamic programming
approach due to Nemhauser & Ullman [15] is able to enumerate these solutions
in expected polynomial time. In the multi-objective knapsack problem [20], k
knapsack problems are considered simultaneously. In this case we are faced with
k knapsacks where knapsack i has capacity Wi . The weight of item j in knapsack i is denoted by wij and itsP
profit by pij . The goal is to maximize
for each
Pn
n
knapsack i the function fi (x) = j=1 pij xj such that wi (x) = j=1 wij xj ≤ Wi
holds. Hence, the problem is given by the function f = (f1 , . . . , fk ) which should
be optimized under the different weight constraints of the k knapsacks.
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Table 2. Comparison of the relational approach with the exact one given in [8] where
runtimes are given in milliseconds
Objectives Runtime RelView Runtime Exact Approach [8]
5
40
178
10
70
4369
15
590
166343
20
170
197690
25
430
5135040
30
1360
3203227
35
5990
—

We also investigated this problem in the same setting as done in [8]. The different
solutions on which the objective reduction algorithms are executed are computed
by running a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm called SPEA2 [19] on random instances with different number of objective functions. To compare the
relation- algebraic approach with respect to efficiency we used the implementation of Brockhoff & Zitzler [8]. The results are given in Tab. 2 and show that the
RelView program outperforms the previous approach drastically. RelView is
able to compute for each instance an optimal solution within 6 seconds while the
approach of Brockhoff and Zitzler needs large computation times and is unable
to deal with instances which have more than 30 objectives.

6

Conclusions

In contrast to single-objective problems where one single optimal solution should
be computed, the aim in multi-objective optimization is to compute solutions
that represent the different trade-offs with respect to the objective functions.
We have done a first step in examining such problems in terms of relational
algebra and considered two important issues when dealing with multi-objective
optimization. For the classical problem of computing the Pareto optimal solutions we have given a relation-algebraic approach that leads to a short RelView
program which is at least able to deal with instances of moderate size. We have
also examined the problem of reducing the number of objectives to be presented
to a decision maker. It turns out that the relation-algebraic approach is very
efficient for this problem and can deal with a large number of objectives. The
comparison for the multi-objective knapsack problem shows that our algorithm
outperforms the previous one drastically.
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